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concern for students as individuals.
Having been a finalist before,
Doub said he felt “elited" to be
He ^rew food and chickens with groupc'Ll among past award recipieitts.
the Pcntce ('orps in IraiT, was the chief The award is meaningful because
executive officer of a retail business reaching is such and important part
in Boston, and was a jjrape grower LTf Cal Poly, he said.
and winemaker in the Napa Valley,
Doub coaches Cal Poly’s National
all before he bef>an teachinfi at Cal Agri-Marketing Association Team
Poly in 1985.
and is chairman of the biod science
Since then, agribusiness professor and nutrition department.
Phillip Doub has taught about wine
“He’s a good resource and he’s a
in Australia, marketinf» in Russia, very people-oriented person,” said
and is currently working ttn a project Jennifer Vierra, a fix)d science senior.
to bring signature wines from
Aside from teaching, Doub said he
Argentina to California. Over the enjoys reading, swimming and spend
years, he has learned to speak Farsi, ing time with his wife of 25 years,
Turkish and Arabic.
Mary, and their four children.
It is these experiences that have
“They take up a lot of time, which
afforded l^uib with a unique perspec 1 very happily give,” he said. “What
tive on the world.
more important thing can you do?”
“I’ve done a lot of different things,
had many lives,” he said.
Life with passion
With such a diverse background,
Whether it’s standing inside a
l\)u b said he is able to bring many of garbage hag, jumping out of a desk, or
his experiences into the cla.ssroLTm to throwing something in the classroom,
teach students about the economy, a.s.siKiate professor William Martinez
culture, and perceived differences in will do just about anything to get a
beliefs that exist throughout the point across to his students.
WLirld.
“He’s really engaging in class,” said
“Any person, when you know Brittany Anderstm, a modern lan
them just one-on-one, in any coun guages and literatures sophomore.
try, they seem to be pretty wonderful “He gets people interested and he’s a
people,” he said. “And 1 think that’s gix)d speaker.”
particularly important when you’re
Martinez, who goes by the nick
talking about Iran and Afghanistan name Memo, is now in his eighth
right now.”
year of teaching at Cal Poly and
The Cal Poly alumnus was one of serves .is chairman i>f the nKxJem
three professors who received a Cal languages and literatures department,
Poly Distinguished Teaching Award as well as on many committees at the
last spring. Tlte awards are based on departmental, university and state
several criteria, including innovative
instructional approaches, high per
sonal and professional standards and
see TEACHERS, page 2
By Stephanie Perry

M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Above, agribusiness
professor Phillip Doub
teaches hisAGB4S0:
Agbusiness strategy
form.
Right, photographer
Sky Bergman poses
with a copy of
Smithsonian
Magazine. Bergman is
an associate professor
in the art and design
department.
Both professors were
awarded as distin
guished teachers last
spring.

Cal Poly’s campus isn’t so dry
Exceptions can be made to the
university’s no alcohol policy

Community service
with a twist
Full-time volunteers receive $4,700
and part-time volunteers receive
$2,300, which can be used toward loans
It’s more than planting a tree. It’s
or future schooling.
more than picking up garbage in a park.
Justina Alejandro is also an
AmeriCorps Mentors is a program
AmeriQ)rp)s Mentors volunteer, work
that allows volunteers to touch the
ing for the County of Mental Health.
lives of teenagers almost every day.
She is a graduate student working on
jami Nicholson, a graduating recre
her bilingual elementary teaching cre
ation administration student, began
dential.
interning with the program in
“I just figured this was my last job
September. Right now she is working
before
1 had to begin working in the
specifically at Atascadero H i ^ Schc»l,
mentoring nine kids between the ages real world,” Alejandro said. “1 have
always been interested in psychology
of 14 and 16.
"The kids have a lot to offer, they and when 1 noticed an open position
just need the support and we give them with the County of Mental Health, 1
that," Nicholson said. “1 love doing happily applied.”
Alejandro works with high-risk
community service and this program is
teeas from the ages of 14 to 17. MtYst
well respected in the community.”
Throughout the 11-month program, teens arc at risk for dnig u.se and teen
the mentors meet twice a month fiir pregnancy, while s«ime are emoticTnally
training exercises and can request mcTte disturbed, bi-polar or depres.sed. Others
training if they want, .said Jill Lemieux, haven’t learned SLx:ialization skills or
director-of AmeriCxirps Mentors. The are dealing with Issues of abandonment,
program requires full-time volunteers to Alejandro said.
work 1,700 hours and part-time volun
“It’s challenging at times, but a great
teers to work 900 hours.
experience for my future,” Alejandro
AmeriOirps Mentors also offers an said. “I love it.”
educational reward to all volunteers
see AMERICORPS, page 7
who complete their assigned hours.

By Leslie Edwards
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is a hospitable place for them to
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WWTER
hold their events at.”
TTie most recent event involving
Alcohol has not and will not be
alcohol on campus was this year’s
permitted on the Cal Poly campus.
homecoming. The event was open
Or so everyone thinks.
to everyone, but only alcohol could
When Cal Poly was first estab
be served to those older than 21.
lished, no alcohol was to be sold or
Associated Students Inc., the ath
served, deeming it a “dry” campus.
letic department, and the Alumni
However, a revision to the age-old
Relations office all had a hand in
policy in the early 1980s declared
that wine and beer were permitted planning the event. The three
at certain approved events, said groups obtained an Alcohol
Daniel Howard-Greene, executive Beverage Control license for the
assistant to President Warren Baker. day, as well as receiving approval
Before the revision, many organi from the president’s office.
“The only time the athletic
zations held events off-campus
department
.sells alcohol is during
because Cal Poly didn’t permit alco
hol. Howard-Greene said they homecoming,” said Chris Baker,
changed the policy so the university assistant athletic director. “It’s just
could expand its involvement with become a tradition. We’ve never
outside groups and community had any problems relating to alco
hol. It always goes really well.”
members.
For an event on campus to serve
“We wanted to accommodate
alcohol,
certain criteria must be
these groups and their needs,” he
said. “It’s important that the groups met. Approval depends on the
and organizations feel that Cal Poly nature of the event, how it benefits

By Emily Schwartz

the university and if it will have
adequate supervision.
“The policy is designed to ensure
that where the service and sale of
alcohol takes place, it is consistent
with its guidelines,” he said. “We
make sure that when campus events
serve alcohol, it is done legally and
responsibly.”
To enforce these guidelines, the
University Police oversee all cam
pus activities involving alcohol.
Tony Aeilts, chief of police for
University Police, said in the two
years he’s been at Cal Poly, all alco
hol-related events have stayed
under control. He said when .serving
alcohol, the police provide the
appropriate mechanisms to make
sure alcohol is served in a responsi
ble manner.
“I’m very confident in the prtKess
concerning alcohol becau.se it’s bal
ancing the privilege and responsibil
ities that come with drinking,”

see CAM PUS, page 2
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are made from candy, some are toys
and others are cultural icons.
Martinez said he is fascinated with
continued from page 1
skulls because they are a reminder of
who people are and who they are
levels.
going to be.
He originally considered a career
“We all carry a skull inside of us,"
in engineering, hut became interested
he said. “It’s what keeps us standing
in 20th century Venezuelan poetry
up and that’s also representative of
and C'hicano literature. In 1993, he
some of my beliefs that it is what is
received his doctorate from the
inside the person that really matters."
University of California, Irvine.
Throughout his travels, Martinez
When
he
received
the
has visited Mexico, western Canada,
Distinguished Teaching Award,
Central America, western Europe
Martinez said he was completely and Japan. He said traveling allows
blown away. He described it as the him to see how little he knows about
greatest compliment that any student the world.
could have paid.
“1 try to engage life with as much
Outside the classroom, Martinez passion as possible, even if it means
said he enjoys photography, writing sitting in front of a television watch
poetry, collecting Mexican folk art ing a football game and screaming at
and traveling. His office is decorated the top of my lungs to nobody
with cultural artifacts including around,” he said. “You engage life
paintings, masks, figurines and pot with passion.”
tery. Two sugar skulls adorn the top of
one bookshelf; one bears his name, Photos of life
the other carries the name of his wife
In March, her work graced the
of almost eight years, Eriko.
cover of Smithsonian Magazine. It
The skulls are part of Martinez’s can also be seen on a number of book
collection of about 100 skulls; some covers for Random House and Farrar,

Straus ¿k Giroux, Inc.
For Cal Poly professor Sky
Bergman, photography is a full-time
job that has taken her all over the
world. She has traveled to Belgium,
where she photographed the greenhou.scs at Brussels’ Palace, as well as
to the Middle East and Paris.
But photography wasn’t always the
dream for Bergman, who received her
undergraduate degree in finance. It
was during her senior year at the
University of Southern Florida when
she found her career path.
“I fell in love with photography
and wanted to teach photography,”
she said.
Bergman went on to graduate
school and in 1991 obtained a mas
ter’s of fine arts in photography from
University of California, Santa
Barbara. Having taught at Cal Poly
for nearly seven years, she has
become part of the alumni board and
the photography adviser for Club 34.
As a teacher, Bergman said she is
able to give back to students by show
ing them how to make an image,
rather than just take it. Everybody
has a camera, she said, but one has to

find the best way to frame the image.
“A passion for whatever you’re
doing is what drives you,” she said.
“In my case, it’s photography.”
To assist her with her own work,
Bergman has four cameras, a tripod
and a lot of film. Throughout her
travels, Bergman said she always has
her camera with her and is often
accompanied by her husband of three
years, Richard. Some of her other
interests include the guitar, yoga and
spending time with her two stepchil
dren.
Bergman said that receiving the
Distinguished Teaching Award was
an honor because it shows that a
teacher’s work is actually reaching
someone.
“To know that students actually
take the time to write something
down, it was really touching,” she
said.
Distinguished Teaching Award
nominations for this year end Dec. 7.
Any student or alumnus can submit
nominations. For more information,
visit
www.caIpoly.edu/~acadsen/
CMTES/AWARDS/dta_nom.html.

school illustrates the statistics from a students consume three drinks or less
Cal Poly survey stating that 85 per a week. Campuses have found that
continued from page 1
cent of students agree that drinking education about drinking has actual
ly decreased the amount of drinking
won’t interfere with their health or doesn’t make people sexier.
Martin Bragg, director of Health among college students.
Aeilts said.
grades,” Howard-Greene said.
“We found that some of the drink
Howard-Greene said the adminis
To alter the stereotypes students and Counseling Services at the
tration isn’t trying to prevent stu typically hold about college drinking, Health Center, said the fundamental ing is so mtxlerate that some students
dents from drinking, only to do it the Health Center has implemented concept of the campaign is to show wouldn’t even believe it,” he said.
legally. The administration hopes to a campaign to show the realities of that students don’t drink as much “We want to create a clearer vision
and help students drink less danger
set a better example by serving alco drinking at Cal Poly. Advertisements students think they do.
Bragg said 50 percent of college ously.”
in the Mustang Daily and around
hol in a controlled atmosphere.

CAMPUS

“Our message to students is not to
abstain from alcohol, but to do it
legally, responsibly and in a way that
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C^n Tuesday, the woman’s lawyer
said that the practice violates a law
that sttys that teachers cannot reveal a
603 still detained in terrorism
student’s tirades without the parent’s
investigations
W ASHINGTON — Attonu-y con-sent. Teachers’ unions have said
that the practice is widely used and is
General John Ashcroft said Tuesday
educationally lx*neficial. The unions
that 603 people are hein^ detained hy
have also said that the choice of usinti
the Federal Government in the terror
the practice belongs to the teacher,
ism investi)j;ations. Fifty-five are hein^i
not to the courts.
detained on federal charj^’es and 54H
Tlte Bush administration says that a
on immifiration violations. An addi
nilinii against peer-ftraded assijínments
tional 49 people have been chatfied
could alst) threaten academic honors
with crintes and are either hein^
such as “student of the week” or the
M)uj»ht or have been released on Kind.
display of jiratled art assignments.
Ashcroft released 93 of the names
— Associated Press
of those* facin^i federal charges, hut did
not provide the names e)f those faciny
Amorous Americans above aver
imminration charges, sayinf» that the age
infonnation could aid the al Qitcda
WASHINGTON — Durex SSI
network. Eleven of the cases have International, a leadinj» condom manremained sealed. He also said that ufacturet, revealed the results of its
st>me of those in custody are suspected annual worldwide sex sur\’ey Tue.sday.
of heloni^iny to the al Qaeda.
Americans led the pack in almost all
k'H the hundreels of pa^jes in the sup catc'Kories havinj», on ax’era^je, more
porting documents yiven to Qmyress sex, startinji earlier and having more
detailiny the arrests and suspects, only partners than those in other countries.
a few mentkmed the Sept. 11 attacks.
The Americans surveyed averaged
Most of the individuals have been having sex 124 times a year with over
charjied with immit^ration violations, 14 different partners and were startint»
credit card fraud, illegal fireann ptwses- at the a^e of 16. The world average
sion, S(Kial Security fraud and child was 97 times a year (up from last year’s
rK>mot,Taphy. O ie alletjedly fK>s.ses.sed 96), with 7.7 partners (down from
more than $44,000 worth of KelloKu’s 8.2), and .startinti at a^e 18.
cereals.
Greece came in second place with
— As,sociated Press
117 times per year, japan remained at
the most infrequent lovers at 36 sexu
Peer-corrected assignment prac al encounters per year.
tices in Supreme Court
CK’er.ill, 4 percent of respondents
W ASHINGTON
—
An said they had sex daily, while 60 per
C^klahoma mother of three has said cent claimed to make love at least
that having classmates correct each once a week. Ten percent said that
others’ work and revealing the unides they have ne\er had sex. Sinqle peo
in open cla.vs is needlessly emhamiss- ple had the least sex, while unmarried
inj: and is a violation of federal priva couples living together had the most.
cy law. She sued her children’s schinsl Men claimed to have more sex than
district in 1998 after her complaints of women and have more partners than
the practice, which she siiid humiliat women.
TTie nu>st popular place for amonnis
ed her st)n, were i^mored. The case is
activities was the hc*ach, seciind place
now in the Supreme Q)Urt.
N a t k m a l l - ^ i ie f s

packages have been sent to London
kx;ations in the last six weeks as part of
an anthrax hoax. Scotland Yard detec
tives are participating in “vigorous
investigatioas” and believe that there
are
two people involved in the mail
In te m a tio n a lB r ie fs
ings.
Tlie packages were mailed to busiMiddle East
KABUL, Af{»hanistan — Mote ne.ss and government offices and had
than 6CK) armed U.S. Marines were on false return addresses. The contained
the ground Tuesday in southern notes saying either “Aaaaahhh. You
Afghanistan, and anothet 400 are on have been expo.sed to anthrax.” or
their way. The U.S. Marine base was “Allah is great ... Death to the
established late Sunday to help the USA/UK.”
AKxit 180 people came into con
fight in the Taliban’s homeland.
LX'fense Secretary L\inald Runtsfeld tact with the letters, some of which
said that the Taliban’s southern had to undergo a decontamination
stronghold in and around Kandahar priKe.ss. Tliere have lx*en no conappeared to he crumbling. He also said finneil cases of anthrax since the Sept.
that U.S. efforts will begin shifting 11 attacks. In October, the British
from cities to “hunting down and nxit- Government announced plans to
make anthrax hoaxes a crime that
ing out terrorists where they hide.”
Searches for Osama bin Laden and would be punishable by up to seven
his al Qaeda followers will start to years in jail.
— BBC News
focus on Kandahar and Tora EVira, a
mountain ba.se .sttuth of Jalalabad.
There are an estimated 4,000 to 5,000 Middle East
KABUL & MONTREAL — C3ne
members of the al Qaeda suspected to
journalist
has been killed and another
be in Afghanistan. Sever.il hundred
have been killed, including seven who kidnapped in separate incidents in
Afghanistan this week. A Swedish
are considered to be leaders.
The Taliban have promised to television reporter, Ulf Strexmberg,
defend Kandahar, instead of abandon 42, was shot through the dixir of the
ing it like they have other cities. hoase he was staying in after trying tis
Citizens of Kandahar are worried shut out armed men who are suspect
ed of trying to rob him and his col
aK)ut civilian deaths and injuries.
Alliance officials have estimated leagues of their satellite equipment
that 450 Arabs, C3hechens, Pakistanis and money. He died shortly after the
and other foreign fighters who came to attack rtx>k place, around 2 a.m.
Afhanistan and were part of the prison Tuesday. He is the eighth journalist to
uprising have been killed. At least 40 be killed in Afghanistan since the
alliance tnxips were killed in the fight beginning t>f the U.S. raids.
ing, five U.S. special trixtps were Stnxmberg’s crew, and other journal
injurc*d and flown to a German hixspi- ists were planning on leaving TaKxian,
tal. One CIA operative has been where they were staying later on
Tuesday.
reported as missing.
Tuesday, a C'anadian publication
— As.seK'iated Press
said that a Canadian freelance jtxirnalist, Ken Hechtman, 32, is K*ing
Europe
Ninety powder-filled had been kidnapped and is K*ing held
LONIX9N

was hot tubs,
— Reuters
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Middle East
JERUSALEM — Two Israelis died
and 25 were wounded when two
Palestinian gunmen opened fire on a
crowded market Tuesday in the town
of Afula, which is close to the West
Bank Kirder. The gunmen were shot
dead at the scene. They were Kith
from a nearby Jenin refugee camp.
C9ne was a memlxr of the Islamic
Jihad movement and the other was
part of the Fatah movement.
Palestinian sources said that the
attack was in retaliation for the Israeli
as.sa.vsination of a Hamas leader who
was killed in an Israeli missile attack
Friday.
The shixitings iKCurred during the
second day of meetings with Israeli
leaders in hopes of ending 14 months
of violence in Isniel. Tlie meetings
were K.*ing held by U.S. mediators and
Ix'gan after Isnieli forces completed a
pullout from Palestinian territoiy
when they left Jenin. A Palestinian
official said that the pullout was cos
metic K'cause Israeli tnxips still had
Jenin and other West Bank towns
under bkxkade.
— c: n n

Briefs compiled from various news ser
vices by Mustang Daily contributor
Anne Guilford.

By Nicole C.Wong
tHI WASHINCTONPOST
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captive for raasom by Taliban fighters
in an Afghan town of Spin Boldak.
Hechtman left from Canada for
Afghanistan on Oct. 5 and had been
emailing stories to at least two
Canadian publications since. His sto
ries included interviews with Taliban
members and supporters along the
Pakistan-Afghanistan border. Some
were worried that he had been lured
into a trap with the pnnni.se of talking
to Taliban officials.
— Reuters <Si BBCNews

Cleanup firms
getting calls for
anthrax testing
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Come in to meet the winning
workers and have one of them
build your sandwich!

Last month the phones were quiet
at Consolidated Safety Services
Inc., a safety and tKCupationalhealth contractor headquartered in
Fairfax, Va. Now they won’t stop
ringing with requests to test and dis
infect buildings that may — or,
more likely, may not — harbor
anthrax spores.
The company specializes in veri
fying compliance with government
transportation
regulations.
Occasionally it was called in to
decontaminate areas where scien
tists experimented with infectious
agents.
Now
Consolidated
Safety
Services is shifting into a newly cre
ated line of high-demand inspection
work. “The hulk of our business is
not biological safety hy any means,
hut it is fast becoming the hulk of
our business,” said Chief Executive
Jolanda janezewski, w’ho has
expanded her staff and hired contraetttrs.
Consolidated Safety Services is
picking up I 5 new clients a week,
“which is unheard of in our busi

ness," Janezewski said. “ I’m lucky if I
pick up that much in two years.”
Worries fester in a variety of
workplaces, although the 50 places
in which anthrax spores have been
found fall into three main cate
gories: federal government offices,
postal facilities and media compa
nies.
Companies interested in raking
on the cleanup work face a host of
technical dilemmas as they wait for
federal guidelines on anthrax
screening and disinfection. They
akso wonder how long the surge in
business will last, particularly if it’s
fueled solely hy fear.
Consolidated Safety Services, one
of eight companies that won a con
tract to check federal mailrooms in
Washington for anthrax, expects
calls for precautionary testing and
cleansing to continue for another
six months to a year.
An official at Law Engineering &
Environmental Services Inc., anoth
er contract winner, sees the increa.se
in business as a temporary result of
hysteria.
“ I personally don’t think this is

see ANTHRAX, page 8
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Colorado college
creates vegan bar

(hocolate can make you teel
better.
It can protect your “good” cho
lesterol, the HDL, and it does not
raise the “bad” cholesterol, LDL. It
is thought to guard against strokes
and heart attacks by thinning

Why
chocolate
hits the
spot

By Sh an d ra Jordan
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLEGIAN

(U -W IRE) FO RT C O L L IN S ,
CoU). — Chicken, beet, ice cream
and cheese: W hat’s a vegan to dt)?
About three and a halt years ago,
the C olorado S tate U niversity
Food Services Office was prompted
hy a group ot students to otter
choices tor vegan students m the
dining halls.

By Sylvia Carter
NEWSDAY

U

“/ think (a vegan bar is) a
necessar)! idea. I w ouldnt

Vif
"

■*

'à -

have come to college here if
they did n t have it."'
Carly Van Hof

Colorado State University
nutrition freshman
Vegans don’t eat anything that is
a hy-product ot animals, including

Ì
'«iM

any meats ttr dairy products.
Therefore, much ot the tood in the
dining halls was unacceptable.
A group ot vegans spoke out “as
it became a more popular way for
people to eat,’’ said Norma Long,
the tood service manager at the
nurrell Center.
These students intormed the
kitchen statt aKnit what ingredi kitchen staff now prepares most
ents to avoid, and how to create meals for the dorm residents. At
nutritionally balanced meals. They Newsom Hall, however, a vegan
also created displays to inttirm stu student, Peter Fryer, prepares the
dents about veganism and how to lunch menu.
“ H aving Peter is a benefit
get enough protein without eating
because the regular kitchen staff
meat.
“They would say ‘we would like will fix it and prepare it but they
to see this’ or ‘we would like to see
that,’" Long said. “They actually
established what we are serving.”
Though in the past they have
hired vegan bakers tir students to
work in the kitchen, the regular

f

PHOTO i l l u s t r a t i o n / m u s t a n g d aily

students coming from other halls
just to eat there. However, as time
wears on it gets less use.
“For the most part, the day to
day output is just an area where we

blood, much as aspirin does.
Scientific research bears out
these g t K ) d effects of chocolate.
Chocolate cannot heal a broken
heart, but it is possible that it may
give a measure ot solace to those
suffering from loss, anxiety and sad
ness in the aftermath of Sept. 11.
And a spate of ctx)khH»oks on
desserts, especially chtKolate con
fections, is ready to encourage
chtKolate consumption this fall.
Among them are Michele
Urvater’s “Chocolate Cakes: 150
Recipes From Simple to Sublime,"
“Chocolate Desserts by Pierre
Herme,” the great French pastry
chef, and a long-awaited book,
“The Last Course," from Claudia
Fleming, esteemed pastry chef at
Gramercy Tavern, co-written with
Melissa Clark.
But it didn’t take a catastrophe to

tnenn Ckrisims h all,

have waste,” Long .said.
Roth Long and Bonney said it
was worthwhile, as there are a sig
nificant number of vegan students.

don’t really care for it," said Sue
Bonney, the food service manager.
“They don’t really know how it

“ 1 think it’s a necessary idea,"
-said Carly Van Hof, a nutrition

tastes.”
Long .said at first there was a lot

freshman. “1 wouldn’t have come to
college here if they didn’t have it.”

make chocolate popular. We eat it
tor its lush, inimitable mouth feel,
tor the way it melts on our tongues,
the satisfied feeling it gives.
There may he other reasons that
were poorly understood until now.
Chocolate may trigger the release of
endorphins, brain chemicals that
provide feelings of calm and relax
ation, reducing stress and pain.
Chocolate appeals on an emo
tional level, .science aside, said
Maricel F. Presilla, author of the
new book “The New Taste of
Chocolate: A Cultural &. Natural
History of Cacao With Recipes.”
Presilla said, “Chocolate is eternal.
It does lift your spirits.”
New research shows that solid
chocolate is an antioxidant. Like
red wine and blueberries, it is a
defense against air pollution, smok
ing and ultraviolet radiation. The
darker the chocolate, the better,
said J(.)e Vinson, professor of chem
istry at the University of Scranton
in Pennsylvania.
“Chocolate is extremely high” in
antioxidants, said Vinson, who is
one of the authors of a study on the
topic, which will appear in
November in The American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition.
“There’s not a lot out there that can
beat it. Only tea could beat it.”
Weight for weight, milk chocolate
has twice as many antioxidants as
blueberries, a potently healthful
fruit, and dark chiKolate has five
times as many, Vinson said.
“I’ve always liked dark choco
late,” Vinson said, “and I didn’t
know why.”
He tries to eat more of it now, he
said. Dark chcKolate, which con
tains more cacao stilids, also has le.ss
butterfat.
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Is it possible to drink too much water?
A ccording ttT the University of Florida’s C ollege o f Health and Human
Performance, there’s a condition known as “water intoxication,” or
hyponatremia, which is com m on among marathoners and triathletes.
A s these athletes consume large amounts of water over the course of a
race, blood plasm a increases and dilutes the salt content o f the blood.
W hile this is happening, the athlete is also losing salt hy sweating.
Consequently, the amount of salt available to the body tissues decreases,
and, over time, the loss interferes with brain, heart, and muscle function.
Experts at iVillage, claim that consumption of large amounts of water
is often as.sociated with ohsessive^compulsive behaviors. W hen a person
consum es too much of this good thing, essential electrolytes in the blood
stream heccMue diluted and affect the control o f the heart heat.
1lealthy aLlults require approximately three quarts of fluid each day,
half of which comes from food and half from beverages. Drinking eight
to 12 glasses a day should have your body working on all cylinders.
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PIZZA

PI ZZA
U ree or Extra U ree
One or More Toppine Pizza
1000 Hieoera Street S4I-4420
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with purchase of a
Laree or Extra Laree Pizza!
1000 Hieoera Street S4I-4420
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Szechuan stir fry
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1 tablespoon Szechuan peppercorns
Salt
11/2 pounds beef top round, trimmed and cut into julienne
2 tablespoons canola oil
2 tablespoons ginger, minced
1 tablespoon garlic, minced
1 cup onions, julienned
I cup broccoli florets
1/4 cup green peppers, julienned
1/4 cup red peppers, julienned
1/4 cup yellow peppers, julienned
1 cup shiitake mushrooms, sliced
2 tablespoons thin soy sauce
1/4 cup dry sherry
1 tablespoon chile paste
1/4 cup scallions, cut thinly on the bias

A -r.
JLt
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C^i 1 1

By Meredith Rogers
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iohazard: a word

changing their own hor

commonly seen in
chem istry
labs,
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M eat inspectors

hut soon labeling packages
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of
m eat?
PCRM Physicians Com m ittee tor

abhorrent
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conditions
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which are rampant in the
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filed a petition with the
U SD A in August calling
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carry

and teed; animals that are
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biohazard
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warning consum ers that
these products are likely to
he contam inated with feces

Heat a small, dry saucepan. When the saucepan is hot, add the Szechuan pep
percorns and, shaking the pan constantly, toast until the peppercorns are fragrant.
Remove from the heat. Place the peppercorns in a spice grinder and grind. Season
the beef pieces with the peppercorns and salt and set aside.
Heat a large wok over high heat. When the wok is hot, add the oil. Add the gin
ger, garlic and onions and stir fry for one minute. Add the beef, broccoli, peppers,
shiitake mushrotims, soy sauce, sherry and chile paste. Stir fry until the beef is
cooked through and the vegetables are ccx)ked, but al dente (about five minutes).
Add the scallions and stir fry for one more minute. Yield: 4 servings
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and foodhorne pathogens.
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Chicken flesh is especially
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the most dangerous items
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Salm onella are the leading

A biohazard label on packages of poultry

and meat may sound like an extreme pro^
posal, but consumers need to be aware that
they are handling a potentially hazardous
product when they bring meat mto their
kitchens.
perpetrators in food borne

est solution to the problem

illness, and raw chicken

is to nuke our ft)od with
nuclear radiation. Nobody

provides a generous dose of

both: 70% of Am erican has reached a ctmclusion
chicken is sufficiently con  on the long-term safety of
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with fot>d irradiation, hut the
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that

many

industry leaders wi>uld like
to see all meats irradiated.
What has become of our
food supply? Food that is
brought home to be eaten
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mated by The Centers for minated, irradiated filth. 1
applaud the efforts of
Disease Control.
I’m disgusted that the
poultry industry would try

PCRM for caring about the
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sumers. They try to blame a healthful alternative to
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Letters to the editor
Jason Sy did not try to'beat'
oncoming train
Editor,
“C'al Poly; Smart ('hoiccs, Smart People.”
That’s what tlte itotepad cmi Sarah Bailly’s t.lesk
reails. Though this quote refers to how a low pereentatie of students at (^al Poly drink, this sayiny
jioes heyond student statistics ret^ardiny dnnkint^.
hi tact, “sm.irt choices, smart people” was not the
impression students jjot of my brother Jason when
they learned of his traffic death. Frankly, it was not
the impression 1 ^ot of C'al Poly as some students
and professors ivsj’haided to his death. Many Cal
Poly stikleiits and professors reacted to Jason’s
death with many assumptions as it they knew him,
,1s it they were there, as if there was no other
explanation except that Jason thought he could
try to heat a train.
When 1 read the first article about Jason in
Mustani’ Ptaily, 1 knew what the reaction would
he. Most assumed, riylitly or wrongly, that he was
try ini; to heat a tram based tm one CUP officer’s
unofficial report. On Nov. 15, the first exptisure
('al Poly was i;i\ en in rei;ard to Jason’s death read,
"several people decided to wait and let the train
pass, hut the IS-year-old thoui;ht he could heat
it.” Wlien Sarah Bailly, Jason’s Ix'loved anil best
friend, saw the rail crossini; blocked off, she asked
a male student bystander, “What happc'iied.^” He
replied that stime yuy thoui;ht he could heat the
tram and was hit oti his hike. Sarah thoui;ht, “how
stupid.” So how can 1 blame any of you for feelint;
the same way?
Tliere were various reactions. Support from
l^aniel Rie:ad, the chair of the aerospace enyineerini; department, was like an ani;el sent to our
tamily from heaven. Then there was a letter to the
editor, written by art and design chair t?huck
Jeiinini;s, who apparently extended a warm symp.ithy to our family, hut then went on to write that
Jason’s accident was a “result of [siHir judgment”
.md that it was this kind of “reckleks attitude” that
cost him his life, flow aKuit the Kxithall playet in
the cla.ss of Sarah’s nx)inniare Daisy Cdiand class
who siiid, “What an idiot - how could he not see
the train comini;?” Perhaps the Ix'st example is
when our first cousin, Jourilan Erik Sy, was in his
math class ,md .i K>y said, “What a fu......idiot.”
A mature student replied, “Dide, have a heart.”
Tlie Kiy aikletl, “If he’s th.it stupid, he deserves to
vlie.” Tlie s.ime Kiy who now knows Jourdan’s
rel.ition to Jason can no Kinder kxik him m the
eye.
Sarah then prcx;eeded to call J.ison to let him
know she was OK. When she could not i;et
thrt)ui;h, she panicked. She went toJa,son’s Math
118 lecture cryini; and asking if Javm Sy was in
class that day. Before Sarah ouild even confirm
his death, .she felt Javm’s pain. “Pain that he was
leavini; yoii.^’ I asked. “No,” she replied, “pain that
his st)ul was departinj; from his hxxJy - that he had
to leave all he had behind.”
What did Jason have? Well, he had everything.
yirlfriend who he once stayed up with to watch
the sunset to sunrise withixit even realiitni; that
the hours flew like minutes. A 5-year-old niece
named Kiana for whom he planned to set up a col
lege fund. A new passion for surfing accompanied
by a surfKiard he named “Tellulah.” A dream of a
home with a theater system, a pitbull, and a
labraslor retriever when he and Sarah got married.
And as for short-term plans, they were going to
save for a trip to Hawaii and eventually get their
own apartment together. So, he had a lot to live
for - a passion for life. At 18 years tild, Jastin did
not complain of C^al Poly’s strenuous quarter sys
tem, but welcomed the challenges with open
.irnis.
In his perstinal statement that gained him

admission into U C Fk.rkeley, Ja.son wrote, “1 had
to leant to take care of myself.” What does he
mean? Beginning in middle .schixil, Jason became
independent - financially, emotionally, mentally
and spiritually. The baby of the family, Jason sur
passed his family with his maturity level. 1 literal
ly mean we (my sisters, father, mother and 1) came
to Jason for advice alxiut absolutely everything.
No one knows what happened to Ja.son that
day. Tliat is a mystery he ux>k with him ui his
grave. One witness said Jason i.lidn’t Kx)k alarmed
and maintained normal speed as he cros.sed the
railroad tracks. It was as if he didn’t even know the
train was coming. The train is an all tcxi familiar
sound. The train sound can be heard from the
schcxil and from Jason’s dorm, Stenner Glen.
Hearing the train is like K'ing in New York ('ity
and hearing cars honk at all hours of the day.
Ask yourself how many times you have
slammed on the brakes at a stop sign or red light.
Or how about when you don’t realize you are dri
ving 85-90 mph on the freeway? Your lx>dy may
have been there, but your mind was .somewhere
else.
1 have discovered that tliere are hundreds of
studies conducted by govemmental agencies and
railroad companies on how, over time, people
Ix'come immune to the sounds of an oncoming
train. 1am convinced that this is what claimed the
lives of Cal Poly students Travis Brown in 1995
and Ken Golding in 1975. In 1987, Mona Lorge
was severely injured and successfully sued the rail
road company and the Monnon church, hut still
nothing was done. How many more people have
to die before we put up a $500,(XX) railroad cross
ing?
You may tn»t take heed to my words now. But
Jason has spoken in his defense, and he has spi^iken
through me. t'hie day, you, yourself or a loved one
will expc'rience a situation that will remind you of
Jastm’s. Tliere will come a time where you will
pnx;laim, “1 was wrong to place judgment on
Jason Sy.” Until that day comes, may you hav'e the
strength to go on and do what is best for you.
Erika Sy is a human development and political
science senior at UC Davis.

There's a big difference
between 'kill' and 'murder'
Editor,
1 realize the Nov. 26 letter to the editot “What
dtx's ‘Thou shalt not kill’ really meanr’ was a
rhetorical question, but I’d like to respond out of
context from the recent editorials to expound
upon the pas.sage qiKited.
The Judeo-Christian commandment quoted,
“thou shalt not kill,” is a ptxir traaslation of a pas
sage of Hebrew text in that Kxik Judeti-C?hristiaas
use as a guideline for their religion. According to
several educated theologians I’ve spoken to,
including the Rev. John Fanestil, the literal traas
lation of the original text is “not murder.” There
are some major implications in the difference
K'tween the word “kill” and the proper traasla
tion, “murder.”
Murder, according to those theologians and my
philosophy of ethics text, is the act of killing with
out immediate provixation (an unjnst killing).
The es,sential difference is if you were to kill some
one while defending your own life, you aren’t
committing murder, and thus you haven’t com
mitted a major offense in the major monotheistic
religions you speak of.
I’m not justifying killing, ju.st offering some
fexxj for thought from a fellow pagan.
Matthew D u Puy is a computer engineering
senior.
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Bible is full of instances of
some kind of killing
Editor,
Ask people on the street how many of the Ten
CCommandments they can name, and the first
words out of their mouth are almost always, “Thou
shalt not murder” (sometimes translated kill).
TTiough this sounds straightforward, as Brandon
Mcblargue discovered in his letter, “What dix's
‘Thou shalt not kill’ really mean?” a casual reading
of this commandment from Exodus 20:15 almost
makes God seem hyjxxtitical. After all, the Bible
permits killing in self-defen.se (Excxl. 22:2), for
capital punishment (Gen. 9:6), and in a just war
against aggressitm (Gen. 14).
Yet this needn’t be .seen as gross inconsistency.
There are at least 10 words in Hebrew that have
been translated as murder or kill, and numerous
pas.sages exist in the Bible that are helpful for dis
tinguishing between the homicide of the Ten
CCommandments and other types of killing. Space
diK's not permit further examples, but if anyone is
interested in infoniially dialoging on the subject,
I’d appreciate hearing perspectives from different
backgrounds and can be contacted at
nsunukji@calpoly.edu.
From a Biblical perspective, situations exist
where even war is condoned. However, whether
or not the war in which we are currently engaged
falls under that category is a truly forebxKling ques
tion, and any attempt to answer it de.seixes more
space. However, McHargue raises a valid criticism
agaiast the not uncommon C?hristian argument
that people have a moral duty to do whatever the
goveniment tells you. “Submit to GixJ first, then
to government,” seems more consistent.
Though all attempts to answer McHargue’s
question inevitably try to limit the definition of
murder, it was Jesus who gave the broadest defini
tion of murder: “You have heard that the ancients
were told, ‘You shall not commit murder’ ... but 1
siiy that whix’ver is angry with his brother shall be
guilty before the court ... and whtx'ver .siiys, ‘You
Kxil,’ shall be guilty enough to go into the fiery
hell” (Matthew 5:21). 1 have broken enough of
the Ten CCommandments, and deserve to bum in
hell because of it.
Nathan Sunukjian is a computer engineering
freshman.

Don't confuse anarchists with
the PSA
Editor,
As one of the co-founders of the United
SiK'ialists & Anarchists (an ASl-chartered cam
pus club), 1 feel obligated to speak for txir small
group in response to some recent misrepresentative fliers put up hy members of a certain other
cluh on campus. The flier in question (which was
apparently posted on Nov. 13) is indeed a flier
that our cluh had u.sed during spring quarter of last
year. It depicted our general disdain for the
“appointment” of G.W. Bu.sh hy ixir country’s
Supreme Gxirt. However, this flier has now been
diKtored and repnxluced in mass quantities. The
flier now references the Progressive Student
Alliance, along with a gentleman by the name of
Pablo Paster. In respon.se to this, let me make it
clear that none of the United Stxialists &
Anarchists members had been made aware of (nor
condoned) this misiippropriation of our club’s
intellectual material in advance, let alone the
false as.s(Kiations written therein.
It had been brought to my attention that the
CCal Poly Gillege Republicans Web site had listed
our club as one of their “enemies.” After checking
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out the site I discovered that, alas, the United
Sixialists & Anarchists were, indeed, listed as an
“enemy” along with the Progressive Student
Alliance. Interesting that our meager group of stu
dents is {X'tceived as a threat to a group as large
and supposedly influential as the CPC?R! In a way,
it’s kind of flattering. In all seriou.sness, however, it
is a little alarming that our cluh has Ix-en labeled
an “enemy” to the CP(?R, when neither officially,
nor among individual members, have we engaged
in contacting the other or discussing the issues
that may define our respective groups.
Interestingly, there was also a copy of this very
same dixtored flier on their Web site. If you check
the properties of this photo, you’ll see that it was
evidently created Sunday, Nov. 11, at 11:09 p.m.
It’s quite curious that the GPC?R Web site wouki
have miraculously obtained this flier nearly two
days before they were reportedly posted on cam
pus!
Given the content of this dixtored flier, some
one is apparently attempting to lump our club in
with the PSA. As such, some clarification is obvi
ously warranted. The Progressive Student
Alliance and the United Srxialists tSi Anarchists
are completely separate entities. For that matter,
given my understiinding of the general consensus
within the PSA itself, this club operates primarily
on a reformist approach (e.g., attempting to
refonn the capitali.st system from within). Tliis
may range from issues such lus protecting civil lib
erties, to advixating for increased wages and liv
ing conditions. The United Socialists ¿k
Anarchists, on the other hand, rejects such
reformist approaches and seeks to take things one
.step further by replacing the capitalist .system
(which we feel is inherently divisive and promotes
unequal access to recourses) with a truly egalitari;m, non-stratified .sixiety. Tlius, to lump our two
groups together would be analogous to us lumping
the C I\?R and PSA together (since Ixith, on
some level, seek to uphold capitalism, in stmie
form or another). Obviously you can now see the
myopia of such a ludicrous as.sixiation.
Tlius, as a prologue in anticipating any future
“misrepresentation” of our club materials, 1 am
requesting that if you ever see any more of these
dixtored fliers (listing the PSA as being a part of
our club), please tear them down. Since it’s our
club, and we don’t take kindly to being mi.srepresented, we pos.sess the authority to do this
(according to the nice folks at ASl).
Jason Reed is a psychology graduate student and
member of the United Socialists & Anarchists. (He
has yet to compile a McCarthyist list of his club's
"enemies.")
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Com puterizing the hum an mind: program
looks at how the brain works
B yZ akB o s
THE DAILY FREE PRESS

(U-WIRE) BOSTON — Scientists
at Bt)ston University are now using new
computer technology to understand the
most
complex
and
mysterious
“machine” known — the human mind.
To do this, scientists, such as professor
Nancy Kopell, are using state-of-the-art
computer mtxleling techniques to
understand the complex interactions
between neurons which generate our
awareness of the world.
Because the human mind is still not
clearly understcxxJ, novel discoveries are
quickly being made in the field of neuro
science. Boston University is one of the
schools across the nation that is expand
ing programs in neuroscience to accommcxlate increasing numbers of students
interested in the field.
The newly created Program in
Mathematical and Computational
Neuroscience offers graduate and post
doctoral students training in neuro
science if they have had experience in
the physical sciences.
“Neun>science is truly one of the most
exciting frontiers in science,” said Nancy
Kopell, professor of mathematics and
statistics and co-director of the new pro
gram.
The creation of the PMCN was sup
ported by $1.75 million from the
Burroughs Welcome Fund, a private and
independent f(Xjndation whose self-stat
ed mission is to “advance the medical
sciences by supporting research and
other scientific and educational activities.
The PMCN will not grant degrees.
Rather, enrollees will earn degrees from
either the recently created Program in
Neuroscience or the department of hiomt\lical engineering.
This interdepartmental CLX)peration
is characteristic of BU’s neuroscience

how we can have thoughts.
Wright said he thinks the study of
neuroscience is important because jreople take great interest in what neuro
science is telling people about them
selves.
In addition to the intellectual thrill of
the scientific endeavor, the study of the
hrain forces us to consider the largest
questions of who we are, why we are
here and what is to come for us.

“Once they were able to do this ‘tempo a time.
“The brain certainly dixis not operate
ral (irder’ task, we lesioned their hip
pocampi, and then tested them to see it like that,” he said, adding that it does a
number of computations at the same
they could still do the task.”
The rats which still had their hip- time using parallel prcxzessing. “So it’s
pLxzampus could still do the task, hut the not very similar to a serial, digital com
puter. The development of increasing
wounded ones could not.
“The lesioned ones could tell you, powerful parallel computers and parallel
‘Hey, I know 1smelled thyme, hut 1don’t algorithms may help make the imple
remember if it came before or after fen mentation of the computational mixlels
nel,”’ Wright explained. “So it seems kxjk more like what actually goes on in
that the hipptxampus is necessary to the brain.”
mediate the temporal relation between
Wright said he also kx^ks forward to
future news from neurcKcience that con
things.”
What the Computer Metaphor
Wright still wanted to find out more tradicts previously held ideas aKjut the
Shows Us
about the role of the hippocampus. It nature of the mind.
“A lot of old ideas have already been
was first thought to he primarily spatial,
While programs in the department encoding some kind of map of the envi debunked,” he said. “However, many
are geared primarily to professional ronment.
ideas have not yet become part of our
researchers and grad- _ ................................................................................................................................... collective con
uates, BU undergrad.
i r •i
i
i
i i
i
scious. For exam
uates are also playing “ is Only fairly recently that people have been using
ple, we always say
‘I’m under pres
a role in neuroscience computers and mathematics to answer questions that
work.
sure.’ TTiis is a
Sean Wright, a cannot be answered from the classical techniques. ”
silly idea — of
juniot studying cogni
Nancy Kopell course your brain
tive neuroscience in
is not really being
Boston University professor squashed under
the
University
Professors Program,
pressure.”
participated in professor Howard
More recently, labs from another BU
He says this idea came from imagin
Eichenhaum’s recent experiment exam professor, Eichenhaum, show the hip- ing the brain was like a steam engine
ining the formation of memory.
fxxrampus has a more general role. with gases and fluids building up pres
“Essentially, I fed Fruit Ltx)p»s to rats,” Apparently, it is important for enccxling sure. TTie metaphor was based on the
Wright said. “I was involved in the data all sorts of relations.
technology around at the time.
collection for the behavioral task that
Wright is optimistic aK)ut the bene Likewi.se, he said it’s no surprise that we
the rats had to do. It’s not very glam fits that can he gained through the appli use a computer metaphor tcxJay.
orous, hut the data collection is ohviixis- cation of more powerful computing
“Hiwever, 1 think the idea of compu
ly the first step in a succes,sful experi re.sources to neuroscience.
tation is not just a fad,” Wright said. The
ment.”
“1 think gcxxl ideas are more impor computer really brought “into reality an
Eichenhaum, co-director of the tant than better technology,” said idea that had been floating (around) —
PMCN and profes.sor in psychology, Wright, although he asserts that better the algorithm.”
directed the experiment, which tried to techmikigy is an integral piece of the
The algorithm is a very subtle con
figure iHit the imp<irtance of the hip- puzzle.
cept, Wright said. When you implement
p»x;ampus, a part of the hniin, in remem
Wright said he thinks the computer it on a computer, ytxi Cim have a number
bering the order of a scx^uence.
metaphor is a gixxl explanation for a of mindle.ss parts that work together to
“We exposed the nits to a sequence of brain. Some pei>ple get conftiscxl, he make a computation.
five (xlors hecaase olfaction (smell) is said, when they are thinking aKxit their
As applied to the mind, the algorithm
the primary' sease for a rat,” Wright said. dc*sktops that pnx:ess iastructioas one at and the computer metaphor explain

PMCN
Kopell explained that the PMCN is
primarily a training, and not a research,
program.
“This grant is meant to suppcirt both
students and post-dLx:^ who come with
backgrounds in the physical sciences,
chemistry, physics, etc., and who will be
working on the boundaries between
physical sciences and neuroscience.
“It is only fairly recently that people
have been using computers and mathe
matics to answer questions that cannot
be answered from the classical tech
niques,” Kopell added. “Traditionally,
neuroscience research was conducted in
a hands-on fashion, working with slices
of tissue and working with whole ani
mals. Information gained using these
methcxls could not offer much insight
into the dynamic behavior of the living
hrain.”
Many questions involving neuro
science have to do with how very com
plicated systems interact. The computa
tional and the mathematical approaches
allow one to expk>n.* the relationships
among different t\pes of data.
Kopell said he expects the training
offercsJ by the PMCN will prepare scien
tists who are nu>re interesteLl in under
standing the iqind than developing
computers capable of matching or
excecsJing the br.iin’s capabilities.

trainers. Fu>m there, applicants go to a
one-on-one interview, which lasts
alxHit 30 minutes. Then they are invitc\l to a group interview with other
piYtential menttirs where they do group
activities while being watchcxl by the
trainers. From there, AmeriCorps
Mentors makes their selections,
Lemieux said. The whole pnx:ess takes
alxHit two months and once the volun
teers are hired, they attend an intense
three-and-a-half week training during
September.
“It fiKuses on how to be an effective

mentor and crisis intervention with a
liYt of community re-sixirces involvcxl,”
Lemieux .siiid.
The training includes ri4e playing
and guest speakers who talk aKiut
dtimestic violence and sexual abuse,
Nicholscin said.
“I think it’s a great program,” she
said. “It’s very well organized and the
pet>ple are awesome.”
AmeriQirps Mentors is always
recruiting volunteers. Contact Lemieux
at 549-7890 for further information and
applications.

programs, which include the Center for
Adaptive Systems and the department
of cognitive iind neural systems.
Kopell emphasized the interdiscipli
nary character of PMCN.
“The people from this program, the
faculty involved, come from depart
ments in (the College of Arts and
Sciences) and (the College of
Engineering). (They) work in a variety
of fields, and are all enthusiastic about
jointly helping younger colleagues to
become neuroscientists.”

was lacking in San Luis Obispti County,
Lemieux said. They found that there
were no affer-schtxil programs in the
continued from page 1
community, which led kids to spend
their aftemixYns getting into trouble.
Alejandro
will
finish
the
“The idea of AmeriQ)rps Mentors is
AmeriQirps Mentor program in June, to help teens do things for themselves,”
but said she will continue to supfXYit Lemieux said. “We do this by having a
the program.
mentor spend quality time with them
AmeriCorps Mentors started in San after school and help them explore
Luis Obispo nearly seven years ago. In their local resources."
1994, many area representatives, nonWhile participating in AmeriCorps
pnifit organizations and county agen Mentors is beneficial for K>th the teen
cies came together to figure ixit what ager and the volunteer, the program

AMERICORPS

requires a rigorous background check
for every' volunteer.
“We have a very extensive screening
pnx:ess for ixir volunteers,” Lemieux
said. “Each potential volunteer is fin
gerprinted, which we send to the FBI
and the Lfepartment of justice to be
checked.”
Applicants must fill out a lengthy
form, write a ime-page motivational
statement and get two written refer
ences (which are confidential) before
they are invited to a panel interview
with six to 10 AmeriCorps Mentors
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Em plo ym ent

Conversation Partners Needed

Wanted

For International Students
CALL
O r C om e To

Skydive Taft Student Discount

Advertising Representative to build
new territory in S a n luis Obispo.
Earn Com m ission. M ust be a Cal
Poly Student.

C C LA - HJflueLa St. 200

Tandem Skydive $139.00
Accelerated Free Falll $239.00
6 6 1 -7 6 5 -JU M P
www.skydivetaft.com

Call Nick @ 6-1143

(Above S a n d y ’s Deli-)

A nnouncem ents
AA Meeting On Campus!
Meets weekly in rm. 153 Health
Center Bldg. 27 Medical Library.
Thurs. 11:00 AM

Now on Campus! Narcotics
Anonymous Meeting: Fri. 6-7pm
Graphic Arts Bldg Room 205.
Open to all.

541-0060

Classifieds 756-1143
Campus

C lubs

New students: Public Relations
Club meets
Thurs. U U hour in 26-304.
Everyone is welcome!

F or

L ost a n d F o u n d

Sale

Crate B a ss Amp excellent cond.
756-2537.
DUDE... W here’s M y
M u sta n g D a ily ?

H omes

F or

Sale

Mustang Daily Needs
Freelancers

Houses and Condos for Sale

If you're interested please attend
our weekly meetings, Mon. @ 7
p.m. in the Graphic Arts Building,
Rm. 205

For a free list of all h o u se s and
condos for sale in S L O call
N elson Real Estate 546-1990
w w w .NelsonRealEstateSLO .com

Found!!
C la ss ring ‘01. Found last Wed.
near dorms, has the name Lauren
on it. Call to identify 544-9399.

T ravel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancún, Jamaica, B ah am as &
Florida. Get free meal plan. Now
hiring C am p u s R e p s
1-800-234-7007
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Trouble with mascots
plagues schools
Nebraska Wesleyan University
changed
its
nickname,
the
THE DAILY AZTEC
Plainsmen, this year because it did
(U-W IRE) SA N niHtVO — not represent women anil members ot
tEimecocks, Phiinsiiicn and Trojans minority groups at the college.
— problems with campus mascors
The new name. The Prairie
and nicknames are whirring their way Wolves, was chosen by the college’s
rhrou}>h the media attain.
administrative council after students
University ot South t'arolin a’s rejected the old one in an online poll.
mascot, the Chimecock, has recently
The admitiistration said Prairie
been criticired tor ^lorityintj cock- Wolves is sensitive to gender and eth
ti^htinji. The mascot has been used at nicity and represents both its region
the university since 1V04.
and the college’s tradition.
Last month, People tor the Ethical
A minor-league ba.seball ream in
Trearment ot Animals askcLl the Salt Lake City ran into a problem
South CJarolina campus to remove after it started using Georgia Institute
the mascot.
of Technology’s nickname. Buzz, for
The university is retusinf; to com its team name.
ply. John Palms, the university’s pres
The team has agreed to pay
ident, sent a letter to PETA outlining Georgia Tech $600,000 for infringing
the mascot’s historical signiticance to on the institute’s trademark, which it
the school and saying it would be the has owned since 1988. The team also
mascot tor many years to come.
opted to change its name to Stingers.
St. Petersburg College in Florida
Another CJeorgia University is in
recently changed its old mascot, the the news. Earlier this year, Florida
Trojans, to the Titans, an attempt to Gulf Coast University, founded in
avoid the jokes about the condom 1997, started using the mascot the
company that shares its name.
Eagle. Critics say the name is ttx) sim
The schcHtl has used the name ilar to Georgia Southern University’s
since the early 1910s. It was changed Eagle.
in June, when the campus upgraded
FG C U ’s campus kxikstore ordered
from a junior college to an accredited about $5,000 worth of T-shirts, hats,
tour-year university.
and other paraphernalia donning the
A committee spent five months new mascot. But, after receiving a let
Kxrking at alternatives. The choice ter from Georgia Struthem, Florida
came down to the Thunder or the Gulf Coast has stopped using the
Titans. The college’s board of trustees design, and lawyers from both institu
chose the latter by a one-vote margin. tions are working on a compromise.
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The making of Incubus
i

i

By Jessica Zisko

together plans as they await federal
guidance. The Centers for Disea.se
Control and Prevention has given
continued from page 3
recommendations bit by bit, includ
ing what protective gear inspectors
going to be an issue much longer," should wear and how to test sur
said Fred Krishon, director of facili faces. Guidelines on decontaminat
ty services for Law Engineering, ing rooms and buildings are expect
based in Sterling, Va. “So unless we ed
from
the
Environmental
have a proliferation of terrorism Protection Agency after it com 
using anthrax all over the United pletes the cleanup of the Flart
States, I don’t see this as being a Senate Office Building.
huge business for anyKxJy.”
The Hart cleanup prtKess, origi
While some firms are jumping in, nally slated to he completed by Nov.
not all want the ^
21, has been
postponed while
potentially dan- “ j personally d o u t think
EPA’s proposal is
gerous work.
i • •
• "
i
Service Master '« 'S
^ 0 « ‘¡S U e
reviewed.
Inc., a residential much longer.”
Even
when
and commercial
_
, ,
guidelines
are
Fred
Krishon
cleaning
fran
available,
not
director
of
facility
services
for
chise based in
everyone follows
Law Engineering them all of the
Chantilly,
Va,,
has turned away
time.
callers who want their households
T he C D C suggests inspectors
purged of anthrax spores.
wear respirators, full-body protec
“We’re not touching that,” said tive clothing and disposable gloves,
Service Master Production Manager but Consolidated
Engineering
Henry Head. "We do mold remedia Services occasionally takes a more
tion here.”
informal approach.
Law Engineering had 20 years of
The firm’s assessment crews have
experience screening buildings for shown up in full gear to test mailasbestos before it embarked on this rooms in Washington. But when
line of assessment work. Some com they’ve inspected private premises,
mon principles apply, Krishon said, where there’s minimal risk of find
but no one can claim to be an ing the bacteria, they’ve worn coats
and ties.
expert.
“Anthrax is sort of a new begin
“ If .someone hasn’t received an
ning with a whole new set of risks envelope or package that went
and technical voids in the industry
‘pixif’ and white powder dripped out
right now, so we’re having to figure
of it,” then there’s no need to scare
it out as we go,” Krishon said.
the office workers with inspectors
“There’s a lot of protocols, but
there’s no tried-and-true industry dres.sed in space suits, said James
Foster, the firm ’s director of
standard.”

ANTHRAX

Companies are hurriedly piecing

Environmental Consulting.
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Above, concert crew
begin setting up
Tuesday afternoon for
the Incubus concert.
Right, a crew member
ropes up lights from the
Rec Center gym ceiling
for special effects. Over
two dozen crew m em 
bers began setting up
Tuesday morning.
Incubus played in the
Rec Center on Tuesday
night with special guest
OneSideZero.
Look for the story in
Thursday's paper.
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TH ER E A R E P E O P LE who want to be you.
T h ey ’re not admirers. T h ey’re crim inals.
T h iev es steal identities by pilfering personal
financial inform ation, using it to obtain credit
cards, m ake purchases, even obtain loans.

Protect yourself from identity theft:
•

Shred charge receipts, bank statements, credit
ofFen and expired credit cards

•

Lighten your wallet by cartyiirg fewer cards.
Don’t cany your Social Security number with you

•

Unless you made the call to a reputable business,
don’t give your credit card or bank account
number over the phone

•

Be aware of others nearby when entering your
personal identification number (PIN) at an
automated teller

•

Get a credit report annually to check for errors

www.slopd.org

